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establishing the framework: introduction

lntroduction
Although not formally defined until the McHargian era of the 1960's, the role of
ecology in the profession has evolved from that of conscious conservationism
in the early 1900's, to full fledged ecological planning in the 1960's, to a new
type of ecological thinking coined eco-revelatory design in the current era. Ecorevelatory design, also termed Social Ecology, stresses ecological understanding
and impact awareness. This ideology lends itself to the belief that the role
of landscape architecture is to combine creativity and ecological knowledge
to create multifunctional and diverse environments. Further, the integrative
approach of eco-revelatory design attempts to amplify human awareness about
the ecological realities of our consumer-based society, while providing alternative
landscapes that move toward sustainability, sustainability, for the purposes
of this practicum, will refer to landscapes that minimize the unknown negative
consequences of a landscape, promote positive ecological practices, while
being capable of sustained operation over an indefinite period of time with little
environmental or social harm,1 The question thus becomes how does one begin

to reveal ecological impact while attempting to change societal attitudes and
increase awareness with regards to the ecological shortcomings of our current
throw'away culture,
For the purposes of this practicum an eco-revelatory landscape is defined as a
landscape that combines ecological infrastructures with everyday landscapes
perceive
and attempts to instigate experiences that will allow people to more fully
and appreciate the ecological functions of these systems and the impact society
goal
is having on them.2 Through the design of an eco-revelatory landscape the
in
of this practicum is; to forge a social consciousness that precipitates change
societal perceptions, understanding and behavior with regards to storm water

management systems in an urban environment'
Throughout this practicum the primary questions that will be addressed include;
How does one reveal storm-water management processes in a multi-functional
landscape that instigate experiences to forge public consciousness and begin
to shape societal perceptions and actions? How does one make the invisible
activities of storm water management and purification visible? And how does one
integrate ecological infrastructures with place making in an urban setting?
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The Evotution of EcologY in Design
Ecology, (from the Greek, oikos, or house) as a profession began as a scientific
discipline around the same time as landscape architecture in 1866, when Ernst
Haeckel defined ecology as "the body of knowledge concerning the economy
of nature".3 Ecological thinking on the other hand began much earlier; it is
commonly believed to have emerged as a result of the work of Eighteenth
century naturalists. lt was these naturalists who through keen observation began
its
to understand the nature and temporal cycles of places that they lived'a Since
a
definition in the late 19th century Ecology has continued to grow and to take on
"textbooks
more diverse and encompassing field of study. ln the past 50 years,
have begun defining ecology as the study of the interactions of organisms with
one another and with their physical and chemical environments".s Most of the
work of ecologists has focused on natural systems that are subject to relatively
litfle influence from human activities.o These ecologists have tended to focus on
more traditional concepts of ecology such as succession, community, ecosystem,
carrying capacity and equilibrium. Still others in the profession have begun
focusing their attention into sub-disciplines of applied ecology, whose concepts
tend to be in more of a state of constant flux. some of the more prominent
applied ecologies whose goal is problem solving are conservation and restoration
ecology, watershed management, landscape ecology and urban and industrial
ecological systems.T

The role of ecology in landscape architecture, although not formally defined
until the 1960's, is commonly traced back to the late 19th century through the
works of American landscape architects Frederick Law Olmstead, Charles Eliot,
lan McHarg, and more recently Anne Whinston Spirn.s "The early works of
Olmsted and his followers, including Henry Hubbard, Theodora Kimball, Harland
Bartholomew, John Nolen and Warren Manning, emphasized conservation and
regional and town planning".e Prior to 1960, "ecology and the environment" were
phrases not commonly found on the public radar, however increased concern
about environmental trends and the introduction of Ecological Planning infused
the
society with an "environmental consciousness".l0 ln the sixties as a result of
baby-boomer era the earth's population rapidly increased, with it we saw an
increase in the consumption of non-renewable resources and an overall apathy
toward ecological health.
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power was being sfressed
Our global lifesupporf sysfem that provides air, water food, and
the early
pollution, poor management, and populafion pressure, It was a time to heed

by

warning sþns fhaf were beginning to appear,ll

the
ln 1969 the seminal work of lan McHarg, Design with Nature, introduced
a result
phrase ,ecological planning'into mainstream landscape architecture' As
planning' as a remedy to
of the ecological crisis, McHarg put forth 'ecological
planning'
the challenges facing the industrial world.12 The phrase ecological
as a
invented by McHarg, "is the process by which a region is understood
of laws and
biophysical and social process comprehensible through the operation
lt is McHarg's
time, a method by which analysis and science precede design'"13
processes are
contention that all systems should be studied to determine what
one can
occurring and where exactly they are occurring. From this analysis
correctness,
then determine the best possible placement, in terms of ecological
to note that
for any future intervention into a regional ecosystem. lt is important
among
McHarg viewed ecology aS, "the study of environments and organisms,
inclusive and the
them people", a definition of which he considered to be totally
ecology emerged
driving force behind his analytical framework.la For designers
thinking
firmly attached to regional anarysis.is As a result of McHarg's analytical
analyst, for it was
landscape architecture moved from the role of creator to that of
of McHarg and
analysis and analytical thinking that was taken from the writings
introduction
spread through the profession.16 Since ecological planning's formal
role of Landscape
by McHarg, ecology has become increasingly influential in the
Architecture as a Profession'
settings
The McHargian model, introduced in academic and professional
sea of
through his teaching and professional work has helped direct a
of Desígn with
change in the practice of environmental design'17 As a result
of regional
Nature,landscape architecture has made advances in the study
of the need to be
ecosystems, interdisciplinary collaboration and the realization
under this heading
considerate of ecological processes (human action is implied
McHarg's work
as witnessed by McHarg's definition of ecology)'18 Overall,
environmental
raised public awareness of the connection between design and
direction on
outcomes. However, it has also been criticized for offering little
single specific
how to effectively integrate the cultural and the natural within a
upon objectivist
site, fonryarding analysis over design and, for relying to heavily
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landscape
and instrumental models of ecology, effectively reducing the role of
aesthetic
architects to that of environmental problem solver (know-how) and
past two decades, but
appearance (scenery).1e The cumulative result over the
of ecology as
especially since the original Earth Day, has been the establishment
practice' 20
a central part of landscape architectural education and
and
ln recent decades, aS a result of ecological planning, Some educators
profess¡onals in the design and planning fields have shifted emphasis and
priorities.2l A myriad of McHarg's followers including Michael Hough and Anne
whinston spirn, have moved beyond the strictly holistic regional analytical
process of their predecessor to focus more on the preservation and adaptation
in policy
of remnants of former regional ecosystems.22 Although the changes
have been
and practice at the regional scale that has resulted from these works
remains a lack
essential to address the many environmental problems there still
of knowledge and design criteria for site-specific design.23

of significance
To this day Ecology has continued to assume a heightened level
and readily
in social and intellectual affairs, a result of increasingly sophisticated
lnternet'24
available communication systems such as radio, television and the
been
The problems associated with environmental decline, a problem that has
now becoming
around for years but typically kept out of the public spotlight, are
landscape
increasingly visible. currently we are witnessing larger factions of
and yet
architecture claiming ecology as the fulcrum to the meaning of design
professionals have still largely failed to integrate environmental concerns into
client
mainstream practice.25 Because style, aesthetics and simply meeting
to create
expectations preoccupy a large portion of a designers time, the attempt
into the
and actively promote more sustainable landscapes has moved back
counter-culture status of which it had briefly emerged during the environmental
are still
decade of the 1g70's.26 As a result, students in landscape architecture
ecology'
being forced to choose a path of ecology over design or design over
Architecture
as witnessed by the specialized focus of the different Landscape
programs throughout North America.2T Even as ecology takes on a greater role
ecology
in the modern landscape architectural discourse, "a culturally animate
As
yet
- one that is distinct from purely "scientific" ecology- has to emerge'"2a
planning with
such, there is a need for a new approach that combines ecological
ecological site design, or at least design for public use and understanding'2e
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A New Approach
proactive effects
ln the past 10 years, designers have begun to embrace the
design can have over cultural action and overall ecological health and stability.
We are currently seeing the rise of a new type of ecological thinking, a
30
thinking that is founded on ecological understanding and impact awareness'

of
Ecological understanding originated from the belief that, if one is more aware
environmental phenomena and processes - if one is able to comprehend them
- one is better able to appreciate, evaluate, and make meaningful decisions
concerning them.3l Being promoted under a number of different titles social
(here
ecology, ecological understanding and eco-revelatory design being a few
on in eco-revelatory design will be used to refer to this type of design) - is a
way of designing founded on the belief that the role of landscape architecture
produce
should be to combine ecological know how and design creativity to
public
multi-functional environments. These designs should attempt to forge
consciousness about ecological systems through communicative and instigative
techniques allowing the public to become critical participants.32 The key to
practices in
these environments is the amplification of ecological and cultural
such a way as to create new non-verbal modes of communicating meaning and
expression.33 ln the past adherents of ecological design have failed to realize
the potential of transparency and interpretation as a means of educating ecorevelatory design embraces such a concept. The revealing quality of these

landscapes is twofold in that they attempt to create and expose meaning and
previously hidden processes of a functioning landscape,34 ln this sense they
fulfill the traditional (recreation and social interaction) and contemporary needs
(ecological remediation and environmental education) of urban landscapes'3s The
integrative approach of eco-revelatory design amplifies human awareness and
perception in such a way as to teach the ecological realities of our consumption,,throw-away" society in hopes of changing societal attitudes towards
based
ecological impact and the indiscriminate use of products and activities that
impact the ecosystem of which we live.36 This new way of thinking has identified
the failure of the profession to recognize that no single landscape will solve
all of the ecological problems of a particular site. lt recognizes that regardless
of how carefully a landscape is planned both positive and negative ecological
consequences will arise and that, as such, we must strive for designs that
attempt to minimize unknown negative impacts and promote sustainability'37
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Eco-revelatory design thus educates and illuminates while providing new
experiences to the everyday users of the landscape, resulting in multifaceted
ecologically responsible landscapes.3s
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Why Reveal?
put at our disposal, we
When we buitt our great industrial cities with the forcesthose men
and our acres of
found thatthe rain ißetf had become our enemy, it pooted in our sfreefs
transportation
rooftng and our huge parking lots, soaked up the toxins of our commerce,
So we
buslnesses'
and
homes
our
and waste, and rushed in ftash ftoodsthrough
drains and
storm
and
"chartered" our sfreeús, as Witliam Btake put it, and buitt culverts

subterranean pipes and cayes

fo hide and rid

ourse/ves of what had once nourished our

cro,s'

F'Turnefs

ln discussing contemporary societies relationship and action towards the
ecological shortcomings of the urban environment, Turner highlights the
past half
misguided position we have allowed ourselves to evolve to. over the
century society as a whole has neglected the ecological processes in the design
hazards
of most cities, as a result not only do we risk the intensification of natural
such as flash floods, but also further degradation of many important natural
of the
resources.do ln past times "when pollution poured from the smokestack
plant at the edge of our town, we knew the trade-offs progress demanded" and
yet by the 1960's mostAmericans knew less about the basic sanitation system
of cities, than ever before.4t we are at a point in time where we have allowed
ourselves to become a consumer-based throw away culture, a society that
we
continues to fail to recognize, manage and evaluate our impact on the world,
continually act as if there are no risks associated with our actions and humanity
will continue to be able to sustain a system requiring high levels of energy input
waste
to function.42 We as a society have allowed shame and fear to dictate that
facilities become invisible, inaccessible and unsafe places for the everyday
public.
Today, storm water

in

is

hidden from view, huried beneath the ground

in

pipes or concealed

water or
concrete channels where we are /ess tikety to notice the condition of the

understand iß potential.43

Our failure to perceive waste and misconceptions about waste have hindered
for
society's ability to make informed decisions about management techniques
to
a variety of different waste products and the ability of landscape architects
waste
create meaningful evocative landscapes that attempt to deal with the
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landscapes of our cities.44 By continuing to mask waste management facilities
and distancing ourselves from such facilities, we continue to inhibit public
awareness and remove the possibility of influencing future waste management
opportunities, As individuals and as a society we need to understand the
consequences of our actions for both the present and particularly the future' lf
not, society will continue to lose out on the opportunity to introduce new spatial
and landscape expressions that will bring meaning and clarity to the waste
problems of the modern era.4s

The profession of landscape architecture "was born of necessity and in response
to the maltreatment of the land by architects and engineers of an earlier time,"ae
and yet in the current era it is ourselves (landscape architects) who we must
protect the environment from. The landscapes of cities possess the potential to
be both expressive and symbolic, while referring to a variety of ideas, events and
objects, as such the failure of landscape architects to draw deeper meanings
from these landscape will only continue to hinder societies ability to rise above
the ecological crisis of the modern era. With societies present behaviors and
attitudes towards ecology and sustainability, the questions is not so much will
our actions result in the end of life on earth as we know it, but rather when will
this happen. Landscape architecture can begin to transform the single-use
infrastructure of current cities into places of multiple meanings, places that tell
a story, a story not just of the waste management techniques but the story of
a society beginning the process of change'a7 We are at a point in time where

the infrastructure of older cities is beginning to deteriorate. Their storm water
drainage and sewer systems must soon be replaced in order to continue to
handle the increasing quantities of wastewater being created by expanding
populations and citY sizes.48
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How to Reveal?
lf landscape architecture is to assume the goal of altering current societal
perceptions and actions regarding ecological landscapes, significant effort
is necessary to communicate the inforrnation content and multidimensional
complexity of these landscapes to the public, particularly to those everyday
users of the landscape.ae How does one reveal the invisible processes of
storm water management practices within a multi-functioning landscape? The
methods of injecting meaning into eco-revelatory landscapes range from creating
recognizable features to referential abstraction. The revelation process can take
on a number of approaches from concrete, literal, analytical and science based
at one extreme to highly abstract and conceptual at the other.so Within current
literature authors have proposed an assortment of revelatory design criteria
that should be considered when attempting to alter societal perceptions and
actions. These include: a) Perception of Change, b) lntelligibility of Purpose,. c)
Abstraction, and d) Proximity of experience.

a) Perception of Change
The perception of change is essential to the development of a sense of who
We are, where we have come from, and where We are going ecologically.sr
Without incorporating traces of what once was we negate the ability of society
to recognize change and in turn make informed decisions about the successes
and shortcomings of new landscape systems' The eco-revelatory landscape
must provide traces and clues to the ecological history of a site that has
been obscured within the ecologically opaque society of which we live' The
projects shown on the following page (Figs ' 1&2) are excellent examples of
revelatory landscapes that provide physical benchmarks which enables their
users to gauge progress while calling attention to the temporal changes of the
landscape. The ability to see where we have come from also teaches us that
many past interventions and management techniques have neglected ecological
understanding or have been ecologically shortsighted'
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CheckDams, UniveßW of
Oregon (Top Left)

fig.l:

The check dams along this dninageway were
des¡gned by students fron the Dapañment
of Landscape Architectwe. The simple but
etrective check systen allowsthe users ofth¡s

landscape to perceive and understand stom
event nagnitude through the heights of the
watet rcleasa points.
(photo from Stanton Jones, "Exposing Storm
Water," Landscape Architecture, Augusl 2002'

fig.2: Drop Structures, ShoP

Creelr

fig.3: Dissipation

Wall, Poñland

(Top Rtght)

Pottution Control Facility (Bottom)

The erosion control devices designed by Wenk
and Associates of Denver, were constructed

The dissipationwalldesigned by Mwase and
Associafes of Porfland, dissipates water energy,
while also acting as awater depth ¡ndicator (as

with a poilland cenent/ sand mixture designed
to erode at a rate of 12 inch annually. This
simpte but crcat¡ve details allows the natural
process oferosion to occur at a controlled rate,
while enabling it users to morc easily perce¡ve
the change.
(photo byAuthor)

the water depth increase or deueases,

nùrc ot

less of the wall becomes visible)'

(photo from J. Wlliam Thompson, "The Poetics
of Stormwater," Landscape Atchitedure'
January 1999,63.)

32r,
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b) lntelligibility of Purpose
Designs that make intelligible the operation of ecological processes and their
temporal cycles contribute to the reversal of current societal perceptions.s2
Landscape architects must begin to advocate transparency, both literally and
metaphorically when designing ecologically based landscapes to facilitate
understanding if we are truly attempting to curb societal actions and perception
towards these landscapes. Eco-revelatory landscapes must make a direct
attempt to articulate expressions of design intention, as seen in the drop
structures shown in Fig. 4. Landscape designs that attempt to reveal ecological
function may not be appreciated or maintained if human intention is not apparent.
Moments of clarity and intelligibility within a landscape are laden with potential to
transform public consciousness and to guide future actions throughout society.
s3 "A positive experience from the landscape is heightened by the ability of the
participant, both the everyday users and the external obseryers, to know the
landscape and extract the necessary information from it. People who are able
to comprehend how and why an ecological landscape functions will respond
differen¡y to the landscape than those who are uninformed or unable to "read"
the landscape.'uo Participants that understand landscape functions will be
better informed of the value of the landscape not only at a visual or experiential
level but also at a life sustaining level. lnvisible ecological functions must be
actively represented in everyday landscapes in such a way aS to ensure, as
many factions of society perceive purpose and function within the landscape as
possible.ss This does not assume that all of society will visualize and understand
the functioning of a landscape system to the same degree. Rather that for a
landscape to truly be revelatory as much of society as possible needs to be able
to grasp even at the most rudimentary level the intent behind the landscape. ln
society today human intention is best established through order and formality,
as such it is imperative that society can visualize human intent in landscapes
otheruvise our attempts at modifying societal perception and actions will be
negligible.so This does not assume that a revelatory landscape must be clean
and sterile rather it suggests aS Seen in Fig. 5, that a 'messy'ecosystem within
an orderly framework allows its users to begin to perceive human intent in the
landscape. Designers must also begin to recognize the potential of landscape
structures to further the intelligibility of the landscape, if society begins to
recognize common functions within a variety of different landscapes, they can
begin to make the connections between landscapes's7
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r¡¿

å

.å

J.

fig.4: Drop Structure Contexl ShoP
Creek (Top)

ftg.5: Portland Pollution Control
Facility (Bottom)

The ercsion control deviceswhen viowed
within their surround¡ng "natural" conþrt are an
obvious human interuention with a very distinct

The poltution control facility with its abstracted
forns and test¡ng / viewing deck enforce the
idea that this is a design fadlity with very specifrc

intention.
(photo by Author)

intentions.
(photo from J. William Thompson, "The Poetiæ
of Stormwater,' La ndscape Atchitectue, January
1999,61.)
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c) Abstraction
within eco-revelatory landscapes there exists a need to abstract and distill
source of
formal essences without imitating or creating miniature version of the
following
their inspirations, as seen in the dissipation channel in Fig' 6 on the
page. The direct replication of natural systems such as wetlands, although being
process, as there
truthful to their function, does little to reveal meaning and
the functions
remains an inability throughout society to interpret and understand
in the
of a natural ecological system without verbal interpretation.5s As seen
as an
before and after photo's shown in Figs. 7&9, what would naturally occur
a sculptural
abrupfly eroding edge within the landscape has been abstracted into
begin to
slowly eroding series of terraces. By abstracting meanings designers
resulting
highlight particular ecological relationships within a landscape, the
what occurs
designs can punctuate and sensitize society to what is known and
abstraction
ecologically within any given landscape.5e lt is through metaphor and
A condition,
that a landscape can begin to produce bewilderment within its users.
a
as Corner puts it, which enables alternative forms of relationships between
and
landscape, its ecological functions and its users; thus stimulating reaction
personal interPretation. 60
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fig. 6; Sfone Lined Concrete Flume,
Poftland Pollutìon Control Facility
(Top)
Desrgned fo dissþ ate water eneryy and Nomote
sedinentation, the concrete flune, takes what

a naturally occurilng event in nature and by
abstacting its forms and nateiality lends itself
to an increasød understanding of tuncf¡on by
thoæ who use the facil¡ty on a regular basis'
(photo from J. Wlliam Thompson, "The Poetics
of Stormwater,' Landscape Architecture, January

¡s

fíg.7 & 8: Erosion Control Device
Before and After, SåoP Creek

(Bottomtwo images)
besigned to erode at a controtted rate, the
ercsion controt dev¡ces at Shop Creek in Denvør'
have managed evoke undeßtand¡ng and
aútareness, through the use of new construdion
technologies and an abstraction of naturally
occuning forms.
(photo's byAuthor)

1999,62.)
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d) Experience / ProximitY
Reducing the distance between people and eco-revelatory landscapes
increases the exposure of the landscape users to the functions of the system.
By connecting the users to these landscapes we afford them the opportunity
to be educated about ecology while realizing the results of our throwaway
society. Rather than relying on visual or verbal cues to frame ecological
understanding landscapes must begin to rely on physiological interaction with
its users and recognize the necessity of place-based experiences' This model
of experiential landscapes focuses the personal experience of it users towards
direct observation and sensual experiences that predicate recognition of the
consequences of our actions.6l "Through experiencing landscapes, viewing and
touching artifacts, and engaging in community activities, the viewer becomes
an active participant in the experience and interconnected web of ecology'"62
By increasing the frequency a person experiences a revelatory landscape, one
is more likely to recognize the ecological functions and less obvious elements
of a landscape. As seen in Fig. 9 on the following page, a revelatory landscape
and
set within an well-used urban setting is more likely to invoke understanding
awareness in its users than the example shown in Fig. 10 where the revelatory
landscape is isolated and not part of the everyday experiences of the society'
Designs that bring inquiring participants as close to the functioning and evolving
ecological processes produce the most intelligible images. Eco-revelatory
so
landscapes must also provide multiple points of view towards these functions
as to evoke increased levels discourse and alternative interpretations amongst
returning participants of the landscape.63
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fig.9: The Forks AmPhitheater,

frg. 10: Aerial, Shop Creek (Bottom)

Winnipeg, Manitoha ffoP)

For

The main amphitheater, located in the heañ of
the Forks, is the site of annual flooding, Which'

when conbined with the inherent water depth
markers of the terraces and the intensity of use
by the public, lends itself to revealing the natural
flooding process while instigating increaæd
understanding of the annual flood cycle of the

all of its revelatory features the Shop Creek
interuention, has made little impact on the
understanding and perception of its functions'

as a direct result of ¡ts isolated locat¡on'
(photo by Unknown)

Assiniboine River.
(photo by Author)
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The Site
For the purposes of this study a site situated along Brighton Boulevard Corridor,
in Denver, Colorado has been selected. The corridor is a one-mile stretch of
former industrial land between downtown Denver and lnterstate 70. lt is a
primary transportation corridor for travelers arriving from, and going to Denver

lnternationalAirport. Historically, the area has always been included in the
downtown industrial zone of Denver. Surrounded by manufacturing, industry,
Coors Field, Union Station Terminal (the future transportation hub of Denver)
and the Denver Stockyards, the area has a long history of mixed industrial and
sparse land use. Due to the current demand for housing and hotels, and the sites
proximity to downtown, the area is under considerable pressure to transform.
Situated within the corridor is Denargo Market, a dilapidated public marketplace
established in the 1950's that had served as Denver's largest farmers market
providing fresh produce to citizens and the cities food-industry. over the past
two decades the markets usefulness as a public marketplace has decreased as
a result of its segregation from downtown, a result of the construction of Coors
Field and its associated parking area's. But in spite of the problems that have
recen¡y afflicted the site, there is also a lot of potential for its redevelopment.
with its proximity to downtown, a major public destination, coors Field and a
prospective mixed-use development and the Brighton Corridor, the site has the
potential to once again host Denver's largest farmers marketplace. lt is intended
that through the re-design of the site's storm water infrastructure as a placecreating entity and the adaptive re-use of the Denargo Marketplace, a multifunctional everyday landscape that precipitates change in societal perceptions,
understanding and behavior with regards to storm water management systems in
the urban environment will be created'

lnventory and Analysis (Figs. 11'23)
From the initial stages of this project, it was understood that to successfully
design an eco-revelatory landscape, the design must come from the place that
the landscape is to be situated. ln order to establish an in depth understanding
of what the Denargo Land Area was and how an eco-revevelatory design could
transform it, an extensive inventory and analysis was completed. Using Booth's
suggested inventory and analysis checklist from "Basis Elements of Landscape

Architectural Design", the study area was examined at both a site specific and
regional scale. From this examination, it became clear that certain elements have
a greater impact on the final design than others. As such, only those having the
pages'
most impact on the final design have been documented on the following
dump no waste; drains to river,..' a process revealed?
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ftg.11: Inventory: Denargo Market
circa 1939
The na*et arca shottlv after construction was
compteted. As witnossed by the photo, the
mar'kets linear configur atioh w as neccessitated

bv the need tor effrCient produca transpoftat¡on to
dnd fron the site provided via the Rail Road.
(photographer unknown)

Analvsis

,

newlrørket place shoutd take advantage of the
historic linear typology of the site
, adaptive r*use of existing market structures
should be considored
. take advantage of dramaticviews of Denver
skyline and the mounta¡ns to the west

fig.12,13 and 14: lnventory: Denargo
Market Present Dav
The market as it ex¡ststõday, with original steel
ma*et dructures, linear $PologY and drcmaticview

of the downtown Denver sfuIine.
(photograph by author)
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fis. 1 5: lnventoru: Site Defined' Macro

ile

aea

between Bt¡ghton
Boulevard and the Sottth Platte Riven is suïounded
pt¡Ítod
for redevelopnent
bv industrial uses, but is
íue to iß ctose proximitv to Denvu's rapidly inñlling
Lwer Downtotin Distriôt, Coors Fiøld, and the

muket

toc:ated

energing Five Points neighborhood'
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Analvsis

,

takeâdvantage ol cuïent matket and development trends tõ promoto mixed'use development
. ootential exisis for the develoPrßntto include
a' reoional draw such as an ouidoo¡s farners
mar-ket to take advantage of the sunounding
neighborhoods
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frg. 16: lnventory: Evolutíon of the
South Platte River

Analvsis
, take'advantaqe

of cunent elforts to return the
soulh Ptatte R=iver to a nore naturalized state

oiioinaltv broad and meandeting, the South Platte
PnÏer iás channet¡zed and constained in thø 19ffi's.
tn recent vears. lhrouqh a concentated etroñ by the
ptátte is being allowedto rctumto
CW otOénwr,ne
a more natural state.
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frg.17: lnventory: South Platte
Imorovements
Cróated in 1985, the South Platte Reueation Plan
nrooosed and has qone on to inplemenf massive
'imórovenents
atorígthe river ænidor in the areas
adiacent to downtoútn Denven the uea adiacent to
the site, is next in the progression of inprovement
zones,

dump no waste; drains to river,..' a process revealed?

Analvsis
, use (he cunent effotls of revitalizing

the South

Platte Grcenwav as a catalyst to spur on the
futwe developrirent within the Denargo Land Area
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fio.18: Flood Plain Analrsis

retativetv hioh groundplane, fho stfe does
not cunentty site úithin tñe 100 year inundatíon

Die to

its

/evels.
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Analvsis

.

the õite tonds ,tse If, lhrough proper planning' to
the possibil¡tv of absorbing so¡ne ofthe flood zone
anti providinb dditional tievelopable land on thø

western side ofthe river.
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frg.19: Inventory South Platte River
Watershed

/

Stonn Sewer SYsfern

Located wilh¡n the South Platte River watershed'
the site and the sunounding area is continually
inundated during storn eventswith untreated, tovic

Analvsís

,

í

as case study landscape tor the larger Sorlh
Ptatte River Watershed, the Denargo Land Arøa
nresents all of the tvpical sform wafer issues
'found throughout thè renainder of the watershed

laden surtace run-off. To compound the prcblem
the 1 mile sttstch of river upsiream fron fhe siÚe is
fwlher inundated bv s¡rteen untrcated storm sewer
tines, eight of which have a d¡ameter greatet than 36
inches.
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fio.

20:

lnventorvi Srfe Defrned' Micro

TFe 53 acre Denargõ Market site, although êx¡sting

in a ditaoidated staie, æntains nany of Ìts original
sfrucfurh. wh¡ch are currentty housing avariety of
low lncome uses s uch as wrécking yards. Sone
ofthe newer uses onthe site include adistribution
tacitity tor a major Supermarketfranchise, aswell as

Analvsis
, pote:ntiat fot the

adapt¡ve

Þuse

of renaining

histot¡c bu¡ld¡nqs and sttucturcs
notentiat ex¡;ts lor a svmbiotic relationship
bietween the exi sting súpemarket distribution
facility and the proposed outdoor narket area

.

numerous storage facilitiøs.
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ftd. 21 : lnventorv: Climate
Aí shown in the tablõs and diagram above, the
Denaroo Land Area has excellent sun exposurc'
white õeino fairlv welt protected fron the prevailing
wnds. lf iia/so wo tth noting that overall city of
Denver exoeriences telat¡velY nild w¡ntors and
warm sunimers, wîth a fairly'even distribution of

Analvsis

,

Becãuse of the inüeased intensU of the sun
due to Denver's mile high elevation, shade
Drotected atea's should bø ptov¡ded
',
Precioitation events occur monthly as such
eventi should be programmød throughoutthe
year to provide a critical mass to view the eclrevelatory landscaqe

precipitation events.
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22:

lnventorv: Circulation Sysfems

cut'otf from [he
surrcund¡nq area's by a variety of high volune
circulation ioLles íniluding a maior vehicular
throuqhlare and heavy rail lines. lt is however'
situaied adiacent to the Platte River b¡keway' a
reoional pédestrian c¡tcutat¡on roúe with connections
oróvidinå access throuqhout Denver' While the
'conneci¡on
to Br¡qhton-Boulevard prov¡des excellent
vehicular access-to the site and tie opportunity to
tn-its

currcnt state, tlíe

site is

¡I

Analvsis

, throúqh reconnecting the Denargo Land Area to
the exlsting circulatioñ throughJares, high levels
of accessibilitv become an assef
, potential exists to t¡e into the ex¡sting rcgional
Platie River B¡kewav
. increased internat'circutat¡on paths a required for
future development

connect ¡nto the larger regional bus system.
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fig. 23: lnventory: Site Watershed

/

Sfonn Sewer Svsfem

Beino retat¡vetv ftat,lhe site produces approximately
95.0Ó0 cu, fl. itf surfaæ run-ofÍ during a typical
1/2 inch rain event. Compounding these volumes
is a 54 inch storm sewei pipe located iust below

orade. channellinq untroàtèd storm water Írom the
iurroúnding comhunities through the site and into
the Sotlh Platte R¡ver.
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Analvsís
, by rúgrading the sÌte potential exists tor the site
to coniain a designed stormwater puriñcation
system while criating a intenal flood prevention
mechanism
. take advantage oflhe 27 precipitation events
throuoh on-s¡te run-off collêct¡on
, potõntiat exists to daylight the S4 storm pipe
that tansecis the s¡te
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Strategic Master Plan
ln devising a development strategy for the dilapidated and polluted Denargo
patterns
Land Area, a number of different design ideas and development
were examined and synthesized. The proposed development model, based
on current market trends and development patterns for the city of Denver,
recognized the lack of current pressure on the site to transform, At the same

time it acknowledged the future reality of the need for this land to redevelop into
a mixed-use extension of the cities Lower Downtown area, The development
model also took into consideration the current pollution problems of the site,
primarily the high volumes of arsenic in the soils, a result of the site's former use
as a Smelter facility, and the lack of any form of storm water purification system
for both on-site surface runoff and the 54" storm sewer pipe that transects the
site. As a result of these realities the proposed development and remediation
model introduces a multi-staged development strategy. The use of a multi-staged
development cycle will allow for both the development and the remediation of
the site to continually evolve. When considering that both systems are not static
entities but must continue to evolve to be successful and have different needs
pattern is
at different times, a continually evolving and ephemeral development
best suited. ln proposing a multi-staged strategy one must also recognize that
the development may never be fully completed and therefore it must be flexible
and proactive enough to ensure that at some point during its early development
the site will be able to function without any further developmental, ecological or
energy inputs. This being said the proposed multi-staged development would
be able to function as an ecologically self-sustaining entity and a functioning
development area at any point after development year 5. The development and
ecological activities beyond this point in time would continue to be beneficial'
but would be more in the vein of continuing to evolve both systems and further
realizing their development and ecological potentials'
During the initial stage of development/remediation there would be large areas
of underdeveloped land that will be programmed with temporary low land value
uses such as community and vegetable gardens that lend themselves to the
primary use of the site as a community market. The remediation of the site takes
the form of Phyto-remediation, a new technology that relies on the uptake of
pollutants via strategic plant selection and location, and the implementation of
a storm water purification system as the central landscape of the community

dump no waste; drains to river'." a process revealed?
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market area. ln its second stage of development the strategy for the Denargo
Land Area begins to strategically locate new types of development. The overall
remediation of the site continues, while the added development areas increase
the number of local users for the Market. At its final stage of development, all of
the lower land value uses have been moved off-site with the site reaching full
development build-out. At this point the storm water system is functioning at full
capacity and the site has been returned to a healthy state'

DevelopmentYear 7 - "Remediation-Scape" (Fig' 24)
Development Program: ln its initial stages of development, the Denargo Land
Area is conceived of as a temporary remediation landscape. During this time
the objectives of the site are; to remediate the soil, establish a storm water
purification system that will function for the duration of the developments life
span, and to establish the marketplace as the focal point of this emerging
development. The suggested uses of the site include: soil remediation,
remediation berms, water collection/irrigation canals, storm water purification
plots, artist studios and lofts, art exhibits, an existing distribution facility, passive
recreation, an outdoor marketplace and agricultural uses i'e. vegetable crops
and fruit orchards (after the second year of soil remediation). Oriented east-towest, in accordance with the linear typology used during the markets inception
in 1g39, the linear bands provide exceptional sun exposure for remediation
and agricultural uses. At this stage in its development the marketplace relies
exclusively on the neighboring communities to sustain its operation'
Reclamation.. lncluded as part of the initial development is the reclamation of
linear buildings along the northern edge of the site to be converted into artist
studios and lofts, with the intent of art exhibits providing points of interest
through-out the site and additional uses for the marketplace during off-peak
seasons.

Continued Use.'The existing super-market distribution facility along the
western edge of the site will remain and continue its use, with it participating in a
symbiotic relationship with the proposed market system. lt is suggested that the
facility will act as both a provider of seasonal produce from outside of Colorado
to the market, and as a receiver of excess market-produce to be distributed to its
local retailers.

dump no waste; drains to river'... a process revealed?
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Remediation; Due to the adjacent land areas past use as a smelter facility,
the soilwithin the Denargo land area is laden with arsenic, as such extensive
soil remediation is required. The proposed remediation process relies on an
emerging technique called "Phyto-remediation". ln this scenario, crops of mustard
seed, which has been found to remove up to 50% of accumulated arsenic from
soils per growing season, will be sown on all non-disturbed areas, while disturbed
soils will be accumulated and formed into expansive remediation berms' Through
a two-year cycle of annual planting and harvesting the top two feet of soil (depth
of the mustard seeds root zone) will be returned to acceptable levels of arsenic
content. Therefore, all non-disturbed soils will become viable for agricultural uses
while the top 1.5' of the remediation berms can be collected and either moved

off-site or used to amend the agricultural soil areas.

Circulation.' The circulation system remains simplistic, focused around
maintaining efficiency and accessibility for the distribution facility while providing
clear access to the market area for both the sellers and the buyers.

dump no waste; dra¡ns to river,... a process revealed'/
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"Remediation-scaPe"
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DevelopmentYear 5 - Mixed "Market'scape" (Fig' 25)
Development Program; As the Central Platte Valley of Denver continues to infill,
development patterns will begin to dictate that the Denargo Land Area take on
higher-densities of land-use. As such we begin to see some mixed-use buildings
being integrated into the linear structure of the site. Because of the relatively
small number of new buildings required within the site, the suggested uses of
the site remain relatively unchanged with marketplace-sustaining uses such as
agricultural production remaining the primary land-user within the area. One does
begin to see an increase in recreation-based uses as the number of people who
regularly occupy the site rises.

Rectamation;As development needs dictate some of the agricultural and
remediation land areas will be reclaimed to be reconstituted as building sites,
with the associated storm water canals being adapted to suit new uses such as
pedestrian ways, while retaining their function as irrigation devices.
Continued Use..As in developmentYear 1 the distribution facility remains, with
the overall composition of the site remaining largely unchanged. The Marketplace
remains the primary tenant of the site, with agricultural practices remaining
throughout large portions of the site.
Remediation; With the remediation process completed for all non-disturbed
soils, we are left with the remediation berms that continue to function in their
two-year cycle, with the smaller berms areas on the north side of the site being
reclaimed for new develoPment'

Circutation.'The circulation system takes on a heightened role internally with the
inclusion of new building-uses on the site. Not only does the system continue to
serve as an efficient artery for both market and distribution purposes, we begin
to see multiple levels of circulation types that are focused more towards the
everyday users rather than the weekly influx associated with the marketplace.
With the heightened internal circulation system greater importance is placed on
recreational circulation as we begin to see more of the sites uses that are open to
non-vehicular modes of transportation'
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Development Year 25 - Mlxed'use w¡th a Market (Fig' 26)
Development Program; The central Platte Valley of Denver begins to approach
its development climax, more and more pressure is placed on the Denargo Land
Area to transform from its low-density development type to a higher density
mixed-use development. ln this pattern we see the lighter agricultural and
distribution based uses move out of the area to areas of lower property values,
and an influx of Mixed-use buildings. Although the linear typology of the site
remains, the sites primary uses evolve from that of Marketplace to that of Urban
Development. With this change, an increase in dayto-day activities occurs, while
the marketplace itself begins to rely less heavily on neighboring communities to
sustain it and more so on the urban community that has developed around it.

Rectamation; The agricultural and distribution areas of the site are reclaimed
and redeveloped as higher-density urban infill.

Continued Use,'As building development increases, the only remaining uses of
the site from development Year 1 are the marketplace and Art related uses. The
marketplace takes on greater importance as the open-space hub of the overall
development.

Remediation..The remediation process is complete, with only small areas of
berms remaining as a watermark of what once occurred'

Circulation; The circulation system continues to evolve and reflect that of a
typical urban development. The integration of the recreational systems to that
of the regional system i.e. south Platte Bikeway becomes vital to the everyday
functioning of the residential and business related uses of the site' The site
becomes fully integrated with the regionaltransportation system.
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ftg. 26: DevelopmentYear 25 ' Mixed
UseWith a Market
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Storm-Water SYstems

DevelopmentYear I - Coltection/Water Qualityllrrigation (Fig' 27)
System 1: Surface Run-off - On Site
Controlling surface run-off for the entire site, storm water is first directed towards
devices
and then collected within long linear canals. The canals act as storage
to
for the water, until the point in time that the water will be used as irrigation
water
sustain the agricultural and remediation uses of the site' Supplemental
will be required to sustain the intended uses as such any additionalwater
requirements will be added from the city water system to ensure adequate
irrigation for the agricultural fields'
System 2: Storm-Sewer - Off Site
lncluded within the recessed marketplace will be the day lighting ol a 54"
water
diameter storm pipe that directs flow from off-site sources into a series of
quality ponds. Designed to exceed the standards set by the City of Denver's
urban Drainage and Flood control District's best management practices, the
quality
system is the focal point of the revelatory landscape. Once the water
River. As
treatment is complete the storm water is released into the South Platte
quality system,
a result of the need for a wet pond to exist within the overall water
gray-water produced on site will be used as a supplementalwater source to
ensure adequate water levels.
Development Year 5 - Cotlectionlwater Qualityllrrigation (Fig. 28)
System 1: Surface Run-off - On Site
to
Functioning in the same fashion as Year 1, the storm canals alter minimally
accommodate the development of more on site buildings.
System 2: Storm-Sewer - Off Site
The marketplace storm system continues to function in much the same manner

as in its initial Phase
Development Year 25 - Cottection/water QualitylReturn (Fig' 29)
Combined System: Surface Run-off - On Site & Storm Sewer - Off Site
will
As a result of the decrease in agricultural irrigation, the storm canal system
point the water
be used first as a collection device for the surface run-off. At that
the
will be used for the minimal irrigation requirements of the site or moved from
with the
canals into the Marketplace storm water system, where it will be treated
water piped in from off-site and then released into the South Platte River. With
perform the
the increased surface run-off the recessed market-structure will also
the
function of floodway for the development area for any rain events larger than
storm canal system can handle.
dump no waste; dra¡ns to river'... a process revealed'/
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Market and Storm SYstem Design
Site Layout and Circulation (Figs' 30 &31)
aspects of
The overall market design attempts to synthesize the functional
From the
a market place, and the desired revelatory ecological remediation'
remediation
designs earliest concepts it was determined that a centralized
feasible for storm
landscape was not only the most ecologically and functionally
exposure to
water purification, but also the most desirable in terms of instigating
its functions to the everyday market users'

was the overall
As a functioning market, the most important design consideration
functional linear
vehicular and pedestrian circulation patterns. As such, a highly
while allowing for
typology is used aS a means of promoting efficient circulation,
the market, vehicular
high levels of pedestrian cross circulation. ln the design of
pedestrian friendly inner
circulation has been kept on the perimeter allowing for a
from the merchant
core, while maintaining unobstructed vehicle access to and
areas have been
booths. ln association with the vehicular circulation, drop-off
adjacent to the
designed for key locations within the market including areas
the market system'
revelatory learning centre and at the midpoint and end of
points within the market but
Such placement not only promotes access at keys
water purification
also draws market goers to key locations within the overall
edge of the
system. Vehicular parking has been located on the outside
market area' Primary
roadways and within a larger parking lot at the start of the
and
pedestrian circulation occurs along the inner core of the market structures
is contained within
at evenly spaced crossing locations. secondary circulation
important to overall
less functional cross-circulating locations, but at locations
form of a series of
exposure of the revelatory landscapes, these occur in the
purification bays'
bridges that move the market users over top of the different
younger and more
Athird layer of circulation has also been designed with the
nature of
adventurous visitor in mind, a system relying on the exploratory
of slightly stepped
children that uses the gabion dissipation walls as a series
pedestrian system is linked to
but very manageable cross axis. while, the over
with all of the
the regional bike system located along the Platte River corridor'
of respite' areas within
active circulation patterns, there is also a need for areas
the flow of traffic and
which the users of the market can remove themselves from
system the areas of
take a short break. Located throughout the entire market
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along
respite can be found within the central core of the first set of market bays,
at the
the edges of the purification bays, next to the multiple drop-off areas, and
storm system release point beside the south Platte River.

Overall the market design consists of a series of four market structures located
both
on either side of the central revelatory system. Designed to accommodate
large Ston farm trucks and smaller T.-ton vehicles the staggered layout also
market
allows for the design of both parallel and angled street parking' Within the
high
structures one will also find a series of eight permanent kiosks located at
traffic areas as a means of promoting daily uses such as coffee shops, food
vendors and ice cream parlors. Found at the start, middle and end of the market
the
system, the kiosks lend themselves to the weekly users of the market and
daily users of the regional bike system. The final and perhaps most important
permanent structure of the market system can be found at the very start of the
provide the
market landscape, it is the Revelatory Learning centre. lntended to
users of the market with the most information possible regarding the ecologically
revelatory landscape that is the centerpiece of the market system, the Learning
providing
centre also promotes educational field trips and experimentation. By
the
both a revelatory landscape and a centre for learning and experimentation
not
market system creates an all in one learning landscape, an educational asset
typically available within most urban areas.
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,**

fig. 30; Sife Design Axonometric
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Storm Water Process (Fig.33)
Land Area
The design of the storm water purification system for the Denargo
purification
uses revelatory design, to foster understanding of storm water
processes and to precipitate change in societal perceptions and behaviors
water purification
towards storm water and its purification processes. The storm
practices' aS set
System designed to exceed the best Storm water management
of Denver, sets
out by the urban Drainage and Flood control District for the city
exceeding these
forth a proactive rather than a reactive revelatory landscape. By
to reveal
management standards, the design of the storm water system attempts
maximum
the maximum number of purification processes while removing the
48-hour flush
amount of pollutants and sediments feasible for a system with a
purification
period. By designing a series of purification bays that perform specific
the
processes rather than a single combined system, opportunity exists to reveal
a condition
specific functions and processes of each part of the system' Such
through
not only allows for increased clarity but also enables understanding
elements
comparison. By isolating each process, the design allows for revelatory
elements
to be used throughout the different purification areas, with specific
revealing the
being used in multiple different locations with very different results,
help further
different processes that are occurring, such peculiarities not only
of the users during
understanding through comparison, but also pique the interest
functions
times of full inundation and complete inactivity through their revelatory
the design
and aesthetic appearances. By designing "objects" of visual interest,
an area
not only piques interest during precipitation events, but also becomes
periods of drought and little
to visit and examine the objects more closely during
precipitation.
gestures were
ln designing the purification system a number of revelatory
processes that
required to begin to depict the variety and depth of ecological
one half-inch
are occurring on the site during any precipitation event larger that
the system as
Although not all gestures are of equal size, their importance to
the large and small
a whole requires revelation. As such some way of unifying
color red to
revelatory events was needed. what resulted was the use of the
purification system,
connect the revelatory objects throughout the length of the
Broken
while also creating visual clues for the users of the market landscape.
not attempt
down into eight different revelatory areas, the overall system does
does it
to reveal all of the ecological processes occurring within the site, nor
varying
attempt to make all of the gestures too easily discernible' By creating
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levels of obviousness within the revelatory gestures, one promotes critical insight
and inquiry f¡,om the visitors by not providing all of the answers. The landscape
thus opens itself up to interpretation, while promoting return visits to further
understand and examine these objects.
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Reveal (Fig.33)
The physical and visual start point of the system, the initial revelatory gesture
takes the form of red storm water grates and a trench drain system. lntended
to create a visual and associative link between the water collected from on-site
surface run-off and the off-site water collected throughout the adjacent Five

points Neighborhood. The bright red storm grates are designed with a vibrant red
color as a means of creating visual interest. The color red, continued throughout
the entire purification system is used as a visual clue to inform the users of the
particular locations within the system where a revelatory function is occurring.
The storm grates, detailed with a diagrammatic version of the purification bays,
are adorned with an abstracted travel time annotation. The annotation informs
the public of the average travel time from the moment at which the storm water
enters the system at a particular grate until it is released into the purification
system contained within the Denargo Market area. Being abstracted the
annotation is intended to pique interest while allowing an inquiring individual to
formulate an understanding of what the numeric markings are intended for. By
seeing multiple different grates at different locations at various distances from
the actual purification system, it is likely that one will come to an appropriate
conclusion as to their meaning. Situated both on the site and off of it, the grates
are also intended to create a psychological link between the purification system
and its catchment area. A second component of this gesture is the inclusion
of a large perforated and somewhat transparent trench drain system' The
semitransparent trench drain allows the people walking in the parking area to
establish a visual connection with the 54" diameter storm pipe that transports
the storm water collected from off-site catchment areas into the purification
system. By using a semi-transparent trench drain, one not only allows for a
visual connection to occur but it also relies on the sense of sound as a means
of drawing people towards the trench drain, at which point one can see both the
storm pipe with off-site water and the water collected on the site flowing beside
the storm pipe in a contained channel. This visual connection is important as a
revelatory gesture to further establish the different areas from which the storm
water is being collected and treated.
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Release (Fig.34)
point
One of the most important locations within the storm system, it is at this
where the users of the market experience the physical release of the storm
water into a day-lighted system and the integration of the two different storm
collection systems, one from on-site surface run-off and the other from the off-site
point not
catchment area. Located just beyond the revelatory library, the release
point of
only signifies the start point of the day-lighted system, but also the start
the larger Market system as a whole. lt is at this location that the largest number
of users will pass by on their way into and out of the market, or when visiting
grate
the revelatory library, situated below grade, but beneath a transparent
system, the users will first hear the sound of flowing water, followed by the sound
of the water exiting the storm pipe and dropping into the flowing canalized onsite surface run-off. The revelatory nature of the splashing water, helps signify
sensually the importance of making clear the integration of one storm system
with the other. Not only is this integration necessary for the system to function
properly by assuring adequate water volumes, but it also helps to further reveal
the volumes of water being collected within the system and in turn suggesting
the breadth of the collection area. The actual visualization of the two systems
a
becoming one, plays an important role in the revelation of the overall system as
whole.

Capture (Fig.3a)
The gesture is not significant because of its size, but for the subtlety and
processes of which the gesture is comprised of. This revelatory process attempts
to make clear the collection, adaptive use and re-release of the water that falls
onto the larger market structures. Located throughout the length of the market
purposes,
but used primarily at the beginning of the market system for irrigative
this process is initiated by the capture and redirection of the market structure
run-off from collection pads at the base of these structures into flow channels
producing
directing the water flow towards either the bases of a series of shade
tree's or into the larger purification bays and channels. Once redirected and
captured in the recessed tree pits, the water is retained to a depth of one half
inch
inch as a form of plant irrigation. Any water volume that exceeds the one half
of detention would overflow the tree grate area and be redirected back into the
flow channels that will in turn direct the flow into the larger storm water system.
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fig. 34: si'te blow.uP' release
, visual start point offhe sYsfem
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Dissipate (Fig.35)
The first of a series of purification bays, this bay is the smallest but most visually
active of all the bays. Designed as an energy dissipation/sedimentation forebay,
it contains a series of vertical dissipation elements, including dissipation columns
and a dissipating gabion wall. The first of a series of related site details, the
dissipation columns are designed not only as dissipative elements but also as a
device to adaptively re-use site rubble created during the initial razing of some of
the existing buildings prior to redevelopment. Encased in gabion cages, the site
rubble filled columns are located on a shifted six-foot by six-foot grid. The shifting
of the grid allows the columns to move away from a linear arrangement that
is perpendicular to the water flow, to a system that is slightly off perpendicular
ensuring that no single linear water flow will move through the entire bay without
encountering at least one dissipative element. The shifted grid also allows for
some of the dissipative columns to be located outside of the recessed dissipation
bay, enabling the market users to see, touch and examine at close proximity
these elements. The dissipation elements not only reduce the flow rate of the
storm water from the 2.5 feeUsecond, but also create a dynamic and interesting
flow/sedimentation pattern, a revelatory gesture. lt is important to note that the
dissipative columns that are located adjacent to the dissipation forebay have
been adapted to include a stone cap, large enough to create a comfortable
bench. Across the entire width of the back of the dissipation bay is a stepped
gabion wall. Designed to further dissipate and retain the storm water for up to
48 hours, the stepped design of the wall ensures that the water will not overflow
the forebay walls and flood the market area, while also creating a visual gauge
of the overall water volume of each particular rain event. The gabion wall also
creates an interesting cross circulation device for the more adventurous and
younger explorers/visitors to the site. As a sediment collection area, this bay is
responsible for removing over 650/o of the total heavy metals and sediment from

the storm water. As such bi-annual removal and testing of the collected matter
must occur, with the results posted and compared within the revelatory learning
center. A highly revelatory event that is intended to occur during high traffic times,
as a means of exposing this gesture to as many people as possible.
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Adsorb/Absorb (Fig. 36)
performs
The second of four purification bays, the constructed wetland basin
a var¡ety of processes that result in the adsorption and absorption of soluble
pollutant particles, Considered an aquatic environment, because of the need
for a perennial base 1ow of water and nutrients, the wetland basin is designed
to permanently retain six inches of water at all times. As a way of maintaining

perennialwater flow, a gray water collection system has been designed for
the surrounding development that collects and directs the gray water into the
this
constructed we¡and during times of minimal precipitation. An added bonus to
activity is the treatment and release of the gray water into the naturalized river
of
system, adding much needed water during times of drought. The six inches
like
depth expedites the forming of higher quantities of bio-film, a green sledge
matter that accumulates along the surface area and root zones of the aquatic
plants, By retaining a minimum of six inches of water depth, the root zone surface
of
area is dramatically increased as such increasing exponentially the amounts
of the
bio-film, which results in highervolumes of adsorption and absorption. One
derivatives of this process is the requirement of a system of this nature to have
the pollutants contained within the plant and the bio-film to be removed' As such
there will be a bi-annual removal of the plant material and accumulated bio-film,
and similar to the removal of sediment in the sedimentation forebay, this removal
process is recommended to occur during high traffic times to expose as many
users to the activitY as Possible.
The second of the series of related site furnishings, the water depth columns can
of
be found within the constructed wetland. Designed to reveal the water depth
the area where they are located, the columns are comprised of a columnar float
device housed within a gabion cage. The float devices raise and fallwith the
varying water depths following all precipitation events. Similar to the dissipation
of
columns the water depth columns are located on shifted grid resulting in some
to
them being located outside of the purification bay, allowing the market users
see touch and examine them. The added feature of this shifting is the watermark
that these external columns provide as a result of the float device sitting level
permanently
with the top of the cage, while the columns within the wetland basin
remain at a minimum of six inches above the gabion cage height. Peculiarities
that will undoubtedly provoke thought and understanding within the users of
the market system, while further revealing the varying water depths within the
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weland. A secondary feature of the water depth columns is the added design
the
feature of every second column in the center roq a locking device that locks
float in at it highest level for the remainder of the calendar year, Such a device
creates a gauge for which the users of the landscape can compare the water
volumes of the current rain event against that of the largest annual event, a
highly revelatory, but rather simple gesture.
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Detain (Fig.37)
The third of the purification bays; the extended detention basin is utilized to
remove additional sediment and heavy pollutant particles remaining in the
a
storm water. Designed to detain the storm water for a period of 40 hours after
precipitation event, the sedimentation occurs as a direct result of the complete
dissipation of the waters kinetic energy, by creating a physical barrier at the
end of the detention bay. Designed in the same vein as the gabion dissipation
in
wall within the sedimentation fore bay, this particular gabion wall steps down
The
height only once by 6" over a span of 8 feet, as a flood prevention device.
means
remainder of the wall is built to the 3-foot depth of the detention area as a
porous
of initially holding the water back, prior to it slow release through the
gabion. As a result of the slow release, the users are afforded the opportunity to
of
see the gradual release and the accumulation of sediments over the course
of
two days. Further interpretation of this revelatory gesture comes in the form
water depth columns, identical to the ones situated in the constructed wetland
wetland
basin, and they are located throughout the detention area. Similar to the

basin a few of the water depth columns are located outside of the detention
no
basins walls and are used as elements to establish a baseline height with
water accumulation. The water depth columns within the detention bay, also
allow the users of the market to interpret more accurately the rate of release
in
for the bay, As with the columns in the wetland basin, every other column
the center row is equipped with a locking device that allows the market users
further
to visualize the annual maximum water depth of the detention bay while
signifying the functional differences between the two bays. ln most rain seasons,
will
because of the nature of the wetland basin, it is unlikely that the float devices
raise to the uppermost three foot level, whereas the columns within the detention
foot
area will during most average rain events raise to their bays maximum three
bays,
capacity, further accentuating the differences between two similar looking
with dramatically different intents and processes. Unlike the wetland basin the
both
detention bay contains a wide variety of plant species capable of surviving
periods of minimal
short periods of extremely high moisture levels and extended
moisture levels. Considered a terrestrial habitat because of it extended dry
periods, the plant species association is considered a Prairie Cordgrass Meadow,
previous
a combination of native colorado perennials. similar to the two
purification bays a cross-market circulation bridge has been included to promote
proximity and direct overhead examination of the detention area'
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fig. 37 : síte blow-uP' detain
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Percolate (Fig.38)
The fourth and final purification bay is the simplest functioning of the four.
Designed to promote even sheet water flow across the bays entire width, the
grass buffer slopes at a consistent 3.5% over its entire length. Planted entirely
with bluegrass with an orchard of shade producing fruit tress the grass buffer
promotes percolation and the removal of any remaining sediments by reducing
the flow rate with friction produced by the grass surface. A secondary feature of
this area is the creation of a shaded grass area, a desirable area of retreat for
those market users wishing to take a moment away from the flow of traffic, or for
the users of the regional bike path, wishing to get out of the sun for a rest'
Return (Fig.38)
Another important location within the greater storm water system, the release of
water into the South Platte River and in turn into the larger regional water system,
requires a gesture that is not only revelatory but also highly symbolic. Designed
to promote dissipation and to move the water from a very highly designed and
engineered system into a naturalized one, the dissipation devices not only
reduce the potential damage caused by fast flowing water entering the Platte
River in a perpendicular direction, but also help accentuate the two different
systems. Within the release area, the dissipation columns have once again
been introduced, but this time are coupled with a non-uniformed surface created
using the site rubble produced during site demolition. The combination of the two
results in a landscape that retains its engineered feel, while promoting a more
naturalized surface, that becomes susceptible to natural evolution. By including
the non-uniformed ground plane, the area of release becomes highly conducive
to the creation of habitat for flora and fauna as a result of the many microclimates
produced by the nooks and crannies of the site rubble.
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Summary
At the beginning of this practicum, as a result of the literature review, four criteria
were established as a means of evaluating the degree to which a project is or is
not ecologically revelatory. To review, these criterion included; a) Perception of
Change, b) lntelligibility of Purpose, c)Abstraction and d) Experience/Proximity.
As a means of both summarizing this designs revelatory effectiveness and tying
the theory into its practical application, the post design evaluation will examine
this design successes and failures in terms of achieving these criteria'

a) Perception of Change
Providing physical benchmarks enables the users of a landscape to gauge
progress while calling attention to the temporalchanges of a landscape. Within
this revelatory landscape, we see many examples both obvious and intuitive that
lend themselves to perceiving change both within the landscape itself and the
processes that occur within this landscape. Perhaps the most astute example
of this can be found in the water depth columns located in both the constructed
wetland basin and the extended detention basin. Designed to demarcate

water depth and establish baseline depths and annual maximum accumulation
the columns, as a result of their being located in both aquatic and terrestrial
environments, also make perceptible the different processes by which the two
systems functions. Through their simplistic design and the inquisitive nature of
people, the water depth columns make visual a very obvious ephemeral activity,
the raise and fall of storm water depths after a precipitation event, and a less
obvious but important difference in ecological function between two visually
similar purification systems. Through-out the rest of the system there are many
other examples of elements that enable the perception of change including,
terraced gabion walls, terraced trickle channel bays and the biannual removal
of accumulated sediment and bio-film/vegetation. At the same time there are
also some areas of the design where the perceptibility of change is not readily
apparent. One of the biggest shortcomings of the system is its rather indirect
and somewhat awkward method that it establishes and reveals the transition
from two different water collection Sources, on-site surface run-off and the
off-site catchment area, into one cohesive system. Although made somewhat
insignificant by its current design treatment, the inability of the design to allow

the user to see and understand the changeover from water from one source
to the other and the lag-time differences between the two systems, makes the
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complexity of this action virtually imperceptible. A condition perhaps more the
result of the required location of the gesture, specifically occurring below grade,
versus the design of the gesture, nonetheless the inability of the design to make
perceptible this change is something that in future designs should be addressed

b) lntelligibility of Purpose
ln society today human intention is best established through order and formality,
as such it is imperative that society can visualize human intent in landscapes
otherwise our attempts at modifying societal perception and actions will be
negligible.oa This does not assume that a revelatory landscape must be clean and
sterile rather it suggests that a 'messy'ecosystem within an orderly framework
allows its users to begin to perceive human intent in the landscape. Throughout
the overall design of the storm water purification system, the visualization
of intent does not only exists; it was one of the primary design focuses from
conceptual design through final product. Within the design we see strong linearity
and rectilinear forms, take the place of what in a natural setting would exists
as a meandering system with curvilinear forms. Designed to conform to the
linear market typology and to maximize etficiency and overall system capacity,
the rectilinear forms establish a framework within which the 'messy'ecological
systems can occur. The containment of these systems and the engineered
aesthetic of the rectilinear forms not only depict design intent to the users of

the market, they also enhance the visual and physical connections to these
landscapes. By containing the system with hard edges and permeating these
edges with a variety of circulation devices the design precipitates interaction
with and proximity to the different purification areas, The rectilinear form and
linear 1ow also allows for the overall system to be broken down with the different
purification devices being separated into individual units. These individual units
and their systematic spacing further clarify intent by allowing the users to visually
experience a series of events that in nature would occur either in one complete
landscape such as a wetland or over the course of what would Seem to be a
series of very random or erratically spaced smaller landscapes. All this being
said, some questions arise as to whether this system is perhaps too engineered
or overdon e? By designing a highly engineered system, one removes the ability
of the system to continually evolve and transform to accommodate the variations
in water volumes as a result of varying annual precipitation totals and varying
collection volumes of surface run-off as a result of development and change
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within the catchment area. The inability to adapt would also hinder the systems
effectiveness in the future, if as is the intent of this landscape, societies actions
and behaviors were to change and storm water treatment began to occur at
scales not currently occurring i,e. on private and residential properties.

c) Abstraction
The direct replication of natural systems such as wetlands, although being
truthful to their function, does little to reveal meaning and process, as there
remains an inability throughout society to interpret and understand the functions
of a natural ecological system without verbal interpretation.6s Throughout the
design of the storm water purification system we see a variety of large and small
gestures that attempt to abstract and distill processes that would occur in nature
in an attempt to further understanding within the markets users. A good example
of abstraction within the design are the dissipation columns that are situated
both in the dissipation fore bay and at the release point of the system adjacent
to the South Platte River. Designed to dissipate water flow energy the columns,
which in nature would exists in the form of larger stones and other solid masses
situated directly within the water floq use site rubble encased in a wire gabion
column as dissipative elements. By using rubble produced during the demolition
of older site structures, the dissipation columns also bring to the design an
abstraction of the process in nature where stones are broken apart, transported
via gravity and water flow and finally come to rest at a point where there is no
longer enough energy to continue to move the particle, at this point the stones
become a dissipative element within the river system. Unlike in nature, the site
design process uses humans aS a metaphor for energy, and the final resting
place is determined more for specific function than any lack of energy. As a
result of the dissipation columns, a second more literal abstraction of water
flow dynamics occurs. By strategically locating the columns, concentrating flow
volumes and by providing access in the form of a bridge above the dissipation
bay, the design allows for the users of the market to see and interpret stream flow
dynamics. Within this design not only does one see from above the disruption
in flow, but also the resulting post event sedimentation patterns, a process that
is very dif¡cult to see and interpret in nature. On the other hand, one problem
incurred during the design, is the inability of a system such as this to truly
abstract storm water ecosystems, specifically wetland basins. Within this design,
other than creating an ordered and engineered framework for which the wetland
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could exist, it was very difficult if not impossible to abstract and manipulate the
overall composition and design of the wetland basin. Whether in nature or in a
designed system such as this the process by which a wetland functions must be
the same, as such current technology and knowledge does not yet allow, without
the additional of chemical additives, for the abstraction of these systems'

d) Experience / ProximitY
By increasing the frequency a person experiences a revelatory landscape, one
increases the likelihood of the user to recognize the ecological functions and
less obvious processes of a landscape. Designs that attempt to bring inquiring
participants as close to the functioning and evolving ecological processes of

landscapes result in higher levels of understanding and impact awareness in
those participants. As such the overall design of the market landscape and in turn
the design of the central revelatory storm water purification landscape is intended
to expose as many different users, at as many different times to the maximum
number of revelatory gestures as possible. By incorporating the revelatory
landscape into an outdoor marketplace, that is fully operational at a minimum
of two days a week while being open at a reduced capacity on a daily basis to
service the high volume regional bike system and the revelatory learning centre,
the design promotes proximity and experience. When combining the frequency
of the activities with the regional draw of an outdoor market of this magnitude,
the revelatory landscape is exposed to an extremely diverse and spread out user
base. lt is also worth noting that as the Denargo Land Area approaches its full
build-out the market landscape becomes the primary open space for this 5O-acre

development, resulting in daily experiences with the revelatory landscape for the
people that live work and play within this development.
Overall, of the four criterion established at the outset of this research the
proposed revelatory landscape is most successful at promoting experience
through proximity. what becomes most prevalent, through the review of this
design and of the precedents examined earlier, is the need for above all the
revelatory landscape to become incorporated into the everyday landscapes
of society. No matter how successful a design is at achieving the other three
criteria without people experiencing these landscapes on a regular basis to
perceive the changes in the landscape, to see and comprehend the abstracted
systems and to clearly visualize the intent of these landscapes, these landscapes
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become nothing more than novel landscapes with interesting forms and unique
elements. ln the end the users become the most important feature of the
ecologically revelatory landscape, without people there will be no change in
societal perceptions, understanding and behavior towards storm water and the
impact that they are having upon it. ln its most promising manifestation revelation
invokes critical insight as a provocative agent, within its users.
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